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At Goodkind High School, a group of students of diverse sexual orientation form an after-school club as a discreet way to share their feelings and experiences. The film touches on the problems of different gender orientations in a realistic way in institutes. The story shows how young people divide
between those who accept the LGBT community and those who reject it. The story centers on a gay boy named Russell, who has not yet left the closet in front of his family and also in front of his friends. The young protagonist will meet a young sportsman, also inside the closet. From here, doubts and
questions will arise on the part of the protagonist, who debates between living his homosexuality freely or in a hidden way. He will choose the first thing, which will entail being rejected by other young people in the institute. Alongside gay history, we find other subtramas such as that of an outcast boy who
plays the cello; or that of a lesbian, who tries to fight for her rights. Geography Club is a 2013 film. All information is available in Cine Calidad. Geography Club Title Geography ClubFicha TechniqueDirection Gary EntinProduction Michael HuffingtonAnthony BrettiGuion Edmund EntinMúsica Lior
RosnerPhoto Matthew IrvingMontage William YehVestuario Leah Wright-LewisDisect special effects Jamison Scott Goei (visual effects)Protagonists Cameron Deane StewartJustin DeeleyAndrew CaldwellMeaghan MartinAllie GoninoAlly MakiNikki BlonskyAlex NewellTeo OlivaresMarin HinkleAna
GasteyerScott Bakula View all credits (IMDb)Data and figuresThe United StatesYear 2013General Comedy, DramaDuration 83 minutesClassification For audiences from 13 years Of age EnglishCompaniesProductora Huffington PicturesDistribution Shoreline EntertainmentBreaking Glass
PicturesRecaudation USD 23 456 567[1] Token in IMDbFicha in FilmAffinity[edit data on Wikidata] Geography Club is an American comedy-drama film based on Brent Hartinger's self-titled bestseller,[2] directed and written by twin-brothers duo Gary and Edmund Entin respectively and produced by
Huffington Pictures in partnership with the Levy Leder Company. Set in academia, the plot follows the life of Russell Middlebrook, who joins a youth story by hiding his true identity in the sight of everyone, some of them, inside a mysterious and isolated undercover social club. [3] The film stars Cameron
Deane Stewart, Justin Deeley, Andrew Caldwell and Ally Maki. It was released on November 15, 2013 by Breaking Glass Pictures. [4] Argument At sixteen years old, the life of Russell (Cameron Deane Stewart) is the of any student, and seems to have his future written by his family, who have prepared
for him the typical model life of Yale student with good future. But everything will change when I meet Kevin (Justin Deeley), the captain of the high school football team. With him will begin a secret relationship so that the footballer's career is not in danger and, most importantly, neither of us is the
mockery of the institute. Later, Russell will join the school's Geography Club which actually has nothing to do with geography, but rather a secret support club, where three young men gather after school to discreetly share their feelings and experiences, in which we find Min (Ally Maki) and Terese (Nikki
Blonsky) who tell everyone that they are only very good friends , then there's Ike (Alex Newell) who can't figure out who he is or who he wants to be. They had already booked an abandoned school hall using an alias that sounds as boring in that no one wants to join as a geography club and, so far,
manage to cover up with the rest of their classmates, thus keeping their secrets safe. Still, their secrets cannot be hidden forever and each character must face the choice to reveal who they really are. The film chronicles contemporary teens who discover their own sexual identities, dreams and values and
not only live outside of their parents' desires and ambitions. Russell, Kevin, Min, Terese and Ike cannot learn about the real places in their undercover social club, but they dare to explore the abundant danger of the intriguing oligarchy that is part of the landscape of the Goodkind Institute and which
bravely begin their journey on the exciting terrain, still unexplored from the human heart. [5] Cast Cameron Deane Stewart is Russell Middlebrook. Justin Deeley is Kevin Land. Andrew Caldwell is Gunnar. Ally Maki is Min. Nikki Blonsky is Terese. Meaghan Martin is Trish. Allie Gonino is Kimberly. Alex
Newell is Ike. Teo Olivares is Brian Bund. Scott Bakula is Carl Land. Marin Hinkle is Barbara Land. Ana Gasteyer is Mrs. Toles Dexter Darden is Jared Sharp. Grant Harvey is Nolan Lockwood. Geography Club launch premiered on April 27, 2013, at the Newport Beach Film Festival. [6] The film received
a limited theatrical release by Breaking Glass Pictures on November 15, 2013, and was also released in digital format on iTunes, Amazon Instant Video and VOD on the same day. [7] Reception According to the review, the film enjoys positive references from film critics, as well as good approval from the
public; Rotten Tomatoes reported that 64% of the film's reviews were positive based on 11 with an average score of 5.2 out of 10, having a freshness or freshness rating. [8] Metacritic, assigning a standardized rating of 100 based on reviews from critics, the film has a score of 57 based on 5 reviews,
indicating mixed or average reviews. [9] IMDb rates 65% positive scores based on 1668 users, where 24 of them are critical, whose score is 6.5 out of 10, denoting with positive reviews or good reviews. [10] On the film TV site it rates with 92% positive reviews, a standardized score of 4.6 out of 5 based
on 3 reviews, receiving excellent reviews. [11] Meanwhile, in Amazon.com the film managed to reach a score of 8.6 out of 10, thus 86% of the film's reviews were positive, based on 60 reviews. [12] Review by film critics Larry Murray, a member of the GALECA association, called the film one of the best
LGBT-themed films of 2013, capturing the terrible days of yesteryear with a fresh cast that keeps the film animated and real, Geography Club has a somewhat familiar history, but with plenty of turns and revolts to stay guessing. He also noted that he had one of the wider openings than any independent
film of how to get out of the closet to date, in terms of quality, as good as any of the general studios, perhaps even better, since the characters and stories of this film are still all, honest and real people. [13] Peter Debruge noted in Variety magazine that the idea of the film is not to tastefully excite
adolescent hormones, but to offer a way out for all young people who acquire mental distress while trying to find their place in the world. [14] Gary Goldstein wrote in the Los Angeles Times related to the film that the film's conclusion takes a risk that, while credible, spectacularly demonstrates the
unsatisfactory outcome. Still, when it comes to a constructive gay-themed material intended for teenagers, perhaps half of a bread is still better than nothing. He called it sweet, mild and with family frequency, he also praised the protagonists (Stewart and Deeley), arguing that they are attractive and
natural actors with convincing chemistry, and on the scenes between Russell and Kevin he said that it had great potential to long take advantage of that pastel-heavenly story that made it honest, convincing and frankly appealing. [15] Glenn Summi of the Now of Toronto examined the film as saying it is
highly recommended and He rated with honorable mention with a score of NNNN, numerically a rating of 4 out of 5, argued that Geography Club may not be the most innovative aspect in which it comes out and acceptance in high school, but its sweet spirit captures the feel and tone of Brent Hartinger's
young adult novel, adding in the end that the film has a gentle approach to internalized bullying and homophobia , but Entin never resorts to caricatures. The characters react to credible situations, outsiders are not all saints, and adults and antagonists are credible. [16] For Neil Genzlinger of The New
York Times, the film is a useful introduction to the subject, despite having felt like a setback. He indicated that the scroll was at its strongest when Russell and Kevin faced evidence of their character caused by their interactions with homophobic students. He reflected on the subject by saying Like in real
life, doing the right thing is sometimes more than a young person can manage in the face of peer pressure. [17] Writing for the Huffington Post, John Lopez describes the film as entertaining and praises the subjects as universal and relevant, as well as to try to define a new normality, where homosexuality
is as everyday as trying to get dramatically fucked up in high school, yes, but it's universal and easy to identify. [6] MtRCB praises the film as sweet and sensitive, the film is based on the first novel of the same name with a nuanced direction and performances that make this, a must-see and highly
recommended. [18] The American magazine Entertainment Tonight hailed the film by saying Every year the release of such a culturally important film, it is worth imposing the vision. This year, that movie is Geography Club. [19] Other Voices Soundtrack - Parade of Lights Come Alive - Astoria Kings
Awards 2013: L.A. Outfest, Audience Award for Best Picture. 2014: TLA Gaybies, Best Comedy Movie. Multimedia Breaking Glass Pictures premiered Geography Club on DVD on March 25, 2014. Notes: In fact, the Robert L. Goodkind High School is the fictional name of the school where the characters
are developed, it is also mentioned in the book, the filming of the cafeteria was at Burbank High School, while the outside of the school, the corridors, the classroom and the included football field belong to Taft High School, referenced at IMDb. References nowiki by The New York Times by Neil Genzlinger
(November 14, 2013). Closeted High School Romances. She EchoMag.com by Laura Latzko (November 7, 2013). Geography Club. ↑ (June 22, 2014). Geography Club, out in theaters on November 15th, anti-bullying tackles. IMDb by Edmund Entin. Plot Sumary. a b The Huffington Post by John
Lopez (April 30, 2013). Newport Film Festival's 'The Geography Club' Depicts the New Normal of Gay Relationships. I hollywood.com. Geography Club (2013). Rotten Tomatoes (November 22, 2013). Geography Club (2013). Metacritic (November 22, 2013). Geography Club. IMDb (June 22, 2014).
Geography Club (2013). Film TV (June 22, 2014). Geography Club (in Italian). Amazon.com (June 22, 2014). Geography Club (2013). Berkshire on Stage and Screen by Larry Murray (October 22, 2013). Wide opening for Geography Club – one of year's best LGBT films. Archived from the original on 18
February 2014. Retrieved 23 June 2014. Variety by Peter Debruge (March 25, 2014). Film Review: 'Geography Club'. Los Angeles Times by Gary Goldstein (November 21, 2013). Review: 'Geography Club' gets a bit lost. Now by Glenn Summi (June 23, 2014). Review: Geography Club. The New York
Times by Neil Genzlinger (November 14, 2013). Closeted High School Romances. GMA News and Public Affairs (January 16, 2014). 'Geography Club,' movie on coming out, highly recommended by MTRCB'. Inquirer.net (June 23, 2014). Movie on coming out is highly recommended by the MTRCB:
'Geography Club'. Archived from the original on 14 July 2014. Retrieved 23 June 2014. External links Official Geography Club website on IMDb. Geography Club on Rotten Tomatoes. Geography Club at AllMovie. Geography Club at FilmAffinity (in Spanish) Geography Club at Metacritic. Geography Club
on Twitter Geography Club on Facebook Data: Q8990497 Retrieved from « «
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